My artistic moments have that magical touch that transports me to a difference place one that becomes unreal. There is passion in the mark makings and a wild and vivid awakening in the understanding of the abstract connections of lines, symbols and images that stare back at me from my canvas. My work speaks to me like the pages of my journals, pages that contain my heart, my song, my dreams, my goals and my story. The marks on my canvas are intuitive and magical movements all in a wild dance of light and shadows.

This piece is called, “Dream catcher - believe to give its owner good dreams” It is my intention to give the viewer and inspiration piece and a rainbow of colors that contain layers and layers of colors, often times not visible to the eye.

As an artist I mainly work with mixed media. By referencing romanticism and symbolism, I create an intense personal moment with no means of rules and omissions, acceptance and refusal, all with the intention of luring the viewer round and round in circles in search of meaning. My artwork doesn’t reference a recognizable form as I am the artist of my own magical moment in a canvas, I can easily imagine my own interpretation without being hindered by realism.